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Personal Details
Birth Details
Full Name

XXXXX, XXXXX

Gender

Female

Birth Date (DD-MM-YYYY)

28/01/1990

Birth Time (HH: MM: SS)

22:45:00

Place of Birth

Dadri, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, India

Time Zone

Asia/New Delhi

Past Events

Date/Period

Description

E1

April 2007 to July 2009

Break in education. 2 yrs. prepared for medical entrance exam after 12th.
However, didn't go through

E2

June 2008

Met my boyfriend now husband. Got married in Feb 2018

E3

March 2014

Constant job struggles, first job march 2014, I always get a job but not the
desired one. Increase in pay (double the salary) October 2018.

Queries

Description
Q1

Even after lot of hard work, I have not been successful in my career and going through
significant amount of frustration and ambiguity to take a decision. Why is this?

Q2

What will be the right time to put efforts for higher education (MBA)?

Q3

What path to take and when to put extreme efforts to gain success? I am trying and failing
every time?
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Analysis
Current Situation
1) You are currently under Jupiter - Rahu period from Oct'18 to Mar'21 and Jupiter is in your 10th
house (Profession) of Gemini Sign which reduces the dignity (Great Enemy) of Jupiter. Jupiter
rules 4th house (family) and 7th house (marriage, partnership) and Jupiter aspects yours 2nd
house (money), 4th house (family) and 7th house (marriage). But, in Navamsa which measures
the strength of a planet, Jupiter is favorably placed in its own sign, Kendra and with benefic
planets.
2) Jupiter is giving you kind of mixed results more towards the positive side. Jupiter has supported
you in marriage (You got married in Jupiter MD and Jupiter PD) and in Jupiter MD and Venus PD,
you met your boyfriend. Jupiter doubled your salary with support of the moon which rules the
house of gain.
3) Rahu is in the house of Saturn and it is situated in your 5h house (intelligence & child) and
Saturn which owns this house is sitting at 12th position (loss). Rahu has an influence on the 9th
house (luck), 11th house (gain) and 1st house (self). So, this position of Rahu is bad for
progeny/kid and it is also not letting you have the support of Luck and so you gain is less and
you are struggling very hard in all these matters, you struggle has increased from Oct'18
4) This can be confirmed from Ashtakavarga number as well, the lowest two houses in the table
are 10th house (profession) and 5th house (intelligence)

Past Experiences
1) You took birth within 15-20 days of the Eclipse, in the solar eclipse Rahu, Moon & Sun align
together. There is a habit inside you of thinking too much due to the proximity of Rahu and Sun
with Moon (mind). Rahu creates unnecessary fear in your mind (Moon) and you think too much
and get worried even when it is not required. Adopt an easy-going attitude, try to chill and relax
a bit. This is the reason you miss sometimes big gain opportunities offered by Sun.
2) Saturn created an education gap early in your life (Jupiter MD and Saturn AD). Saturn rules your
higher education house and so created hurdles while Jupiter was supporting.
Findings
1) Your Jupiter is working well but not able to give its full result due to placement in Gemini Sign.
Jupiter has power to do good all in your life. So, you have to make Jupiter strong in your case,
this is how you can do.
2) Rahu is in the Sign of Saturn and your upcoming period for Saturn Mahadasha will start from
Mar'2021. Saturn period starting from Mar'21 could be difficult for you and more frustrating
as it created an education gap early in your life (Jupiter MD and Saturn AD). Saturn rules your
higher education house and so created hurdles while Jupiter was supporting. You should also
take good care of your health, there can be a problem of (obesity/sugar/bp) after Mar'21
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3) Mercury (Lagna lord) rules 10th house but sitting in enemy's sign with Saturn and Saturn is also
in enemy's sign. Mars is also in enemy's sign which look at your 10th house. There will be
challenges during Saturn period for 10th house. Only benefic aspects of Jupiter from 10th
house can control Saturn negative result. Sub period of Jupiter and Venus under Saturn will
prove beneficial for you.
4) You will be also in first phase of Sadhesati when Saturn Dasha will begin. Transit wise also Saturn
is not in favor.
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Answers
Q1.
Even after lot of hard work, I have not been successful in my career and going through significant
amount of frustration and ambiguity to take a decision. Why is this?
This is merely because as of now you are in Jupiter-Rahu period form Oct’18 to Mar’21 and as I stated
earlier Jupiter is not giving full result as it is in the sign of Great Enemy. Jupiter has influence on profession.
Rahu is in the house of Saturn and it is situated in your 5th house (intelligence & child) and Saturn which
owns this house is sitting at 12th position (loss). Rahu has an influence on the 9th house (luck), 11th house
(gain) and 1st house (self). So, this position of Rahu is bad for progeny/kid and it is also not letting you
have the support of Luck and so you gain is less.
Due to above placement and periods of above two planets, you are struggling very hard in matters
related to these planets. Your struggle has increased from Oct'18.
Q2.
What will be the right time to put efforts for higher education (MBA)?
I don't see any combination down in next four years which support dream of MBA. The reason behind is
ongoing Rahu period and upcoming Saturn period. Positions of these planet does not support higher
education. Well astrology has a boundary/limit, if you are really passionate about MBA, you should keep
trying.
Q3.
What path to take and when to put extreme efforts to gain success? I am trying and failing every
time?
Sub period of Jupiter and Venus under Saturn Mahadasha will prove beneficial for you and you will
receive quite good result for your effort. You should put good effort in these two periods. In other
period, you need to take precaution by avoiding any risk such as job change etc.
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Recommendations
Saturn is a planet who gives the result on the basis of our past activities, one should be careful about
how we treat with our servants and people working in lower strata of society. Saturn rewards those who
do social work and help extremely poor people.
My advice would be doing some charity work in disabled school or for poor kids. You should perform
rituals of donating black cloth and other items in Shani Mandir on Saturdays.
Positives & Negatives
1. You should take good care of your health, there can be a problem of (obesity/sugar/bp) after
Mar'21
2. Aspect of Jupiter is beneficial for you, you will prosper in Saturn – Jupiter period.
Yantra Remedy
1. Jupiter Yantra - Installation and daily worshipping of this yantra.
Gemstone Remedy
1. Yellow Sapphire (Pukhraj) - You should wear Pukhraj in your index finger
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Annexure
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